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A month and a half has already sped by and now I have had the opportunity to participate in all five 

clergy cluster gatherings in Northeast Mid-America, many functional ministry teams, Regional cabinets 

and commissions, Sunday School classes, a lock-in, and three spiritual retreats.  Best yet has been 

worshipping in a number of congregations and meeting with church groups dedicated for growth and 

discernment of the spirit.  I think the seat in my Ford Ranger pickup now has a permanent indent and I 

have listened to ancient CD’s in my collection as if for the first time.  We are a vast section of Mid-

America but are held together closely on many levels. 

The greatest takeaway I have is how remarkable we Disciples are.  Everywhere I travel, I find loving and 

dedicated pastors, energetic volunteers who tirelessly and joyfully build the church, and an excitement 

generated through ministry at the most important entry-point for religious discovery – that is the local 

congregation.  I have been honored and touched by the reception and encouragement I have had from 

all.  I am rich to have many new friends who are now true brothers and sisters. 

When I mention to folks that my new calling is in Regional Ministry, I know that I usually will have to 

explain what this means.  (Sometimes to my Catholic friends it’s: “I’m like a bishop but with little 

authority and no pointy hat.)  I tell folks that my greatest privilege is to be Pastor to Pastors.  I take this 

seriously, passionately, and love this immensely.  This has included honoring a faithful pastor at her 

retirement, nurturing three young commissioned ministers in their steps forward, supporting veterans 

of the cross who have completed yet another lap on the long track.  Add to this a couple of wonderful 

lunch conversations and even a morning workout together at the gym. 

I have met with three search and call teams so far and am utterly humbled by the great responsibility of 

helping congregations articulate their gifts as well as prayerfully discerning candidates whose profiles I 

would submit for consideration along with those requested by candidates themselves.  These new 

church pastors will make an incredible contribution to our blessed body. 

Pastor Paul 


